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For an open set Q C [w‘v, 1 <; p i- cc and h in [war, let I$‘DA(Q) denote the 
Sobolev-Slobodetzkij space obtained by completing Corn(Q) in the usual 
Sobolev-Slobodetzkij norm (cf. A. Pietsch, “r-nukleare Sobol. Einbett. Oper., 
Ellipt. Dgln. II,” Akademie-Verlag, Berlin, 1971, pp. 203-215). Choose a 
Banach ideal of operators ‘II, 1 Q p, 4 Q cc and a quasibounded domain 
Q C [WN. Theorem 1 of the note gives sufficient conditions on X such that the 
Sobolev-imbedding map I@,YQ) C+&(Q) exists and belongs to the given 
Banach ideal ‘II: Assume the quasibounded domain fulfills condition C,.z for 
some I > 0 and 1 Q K < N. Roughly this means that the distance of any 
x E Q to the boundary ?JQ tends to zero as O(] x I-“) for 1 x I -> W, and that 
the boundary consists of sufficiently smooth >(N - k)-dimensional manifolds. 
Take, furthermore, 1 < p, Q Q W, p > k. Then, if EL, Y are real positive 
numbers with X = p + Y E FV, y :; /\&!I; p, 4; N) and Y > N/Z . X&l; p, q), 
one has that ?$‘DA(Q) CAL,(Q) belongs to the Banach ideal 2I. Here hn(\U;p, Q) E [w+ 
and h&X; p, Q; N) E 1w+ are the D-limit order and S-limit order of the ideal ‘u, 
introduced by Pietsch in the above mentioned paper. These limit orders may 
be computed by estimating the ideal norms of the identity mappings I,,” -+ I,” 
for n -+ CO. Theorem 1 in this way generalizes results of R. A. Adams and 
C. Clark for the ideals of compact rcsp. Hilbert-Schmidt operators (p = q =- 2) 
as well as results on imbeddings over bounded domains. 
Similar results over general unbounded domains are indicated for weighted 
Sobolev spaces. 
As an application, in Theorem 2 an estimate is given for the rate of growth 
of the eigenvalues of formally selfadjoint, uniformly strongly elliptic differential 
operators with Dirichlet boundary conditions in L,(Q), where Sz fulfills con- 
dition C,‘. 
* This work was partly supported by the Sonderforschungsbereich 72 at the 
University of Bonn. 
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For an open set Q in W.Y, let I~VI,A(Q) denote the Sobolev-Slobodetzkij 
space obtained by completing C,Z(!G’)in the usual Sobolev-S1obodetzki.i 
norm, see below. Taking a fixed Banach ideal of operators and 
1 < p, q :< TC, we consider quasibounded domains Q in R\’ and 
give sufficient conditions on X such that the Sobolev imbedding 
operator @],^(J2) c+ L,(Q) exists and belongs to the Banach ideal. 
This generalizes results of C. Clark and R. A. Adams for compact, 
respectively, Hilbert---Schmidt operators (p == 9 I= 2) to general 
Banach ideals of operators, as well as results on imbeddings over 
bounded domains. Similar results over general unbounded domains 
may bc proved for weighted Sobolev spaces. As an application, we 
give an estimate for the rate of growth of the eigenvalues of formally 
selfadjoint, uniformly strongly elliptic differential operators with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions in L,(Q), where Q is a quasiboundcd 
open set in IV. 
1. INTRODUCTIOK 
Let Q be an open set in [w.V and C”(Q) and [C,X(Q)] be the space 
of infinitely differentiable functions on Q [with compact support 
in Q]. We consider all vector spaces over a fixed scalar field K E [rW, a=>. 
DEFINITION I. For I < p < co and X E [w+ denote by WI:(Q) 
and [ l8$“(-Q)] the Sobolev-Slobodetzkij space obtained by completing 
C’(Q) and [C,“(Q)] under the norm 
if h $ N,, . Here N ():-NW(O), [X]:=sup$?zElw,/mcJ~, 8:- 
X - [h], a E N,,” a multiindex. 
Clearly one has tiPA C WPA(G?). 
DEFINITION 2. An open set Q in W is called quasibounded 
iff lim,,, supZpQn T(X) = 0, where T(X) := dist(x, bSZ) and Sz, :- 
Q n (X E IFiN I II x Ilou :- suplGiGs I xi 1 > n>, cf. [2, 9, 111. Let 
Z(E, F) be the space of all continuous linear operators from a Banach 
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space E into another F. In this note we mainly consider the question 
under which conditions Sobolev imbeddings IA : ?@2,A(L?) =-L,(Q) 
over quasibounded domains belong to a given class of operators of 
the following kind: 
DEFINITION 3. By a complete quasinormcd operator ideal (+Y, A) 
we mean a method associating to any pair (E, F) of Banach spaces an 
algebraic subspace @(E, F) of P(E, F) and a quasinorm ,*I mm: iz,,, 
on @(E, F) such that 
(1) %(E, F) contains all operators of finite rank from K into F 
and 12(x’ @ y) = II x’ j] . j’ .y /I for x’ E R’, J’ E 8’. 
(2) &(E, F) is complete under A. 
(3) If R E Y(E,, Es), S E+?(E, , E,), II’E Z’(E,, , E,), then 
R 0 S . Y’ E %(E,, , E:,) and A(R n ,S 0 7’) :< ! R /I . A(S) . I~ 5°C. If AE,F 
is a norm for all pairs (E, F), (L%1, A) . 1s called Banach ideal of operators. 
Let us remark that the constant in the quasi-triangle inequality of 
the quasinorm il L A,,, on “‘l/(E, F) 
A(S A- 7’) : -, K(A(S) -. A(T)), s, 7’ E @(E, F) 
may depend on E and F, that is K mm K,,, . 
Well-known Banach ideals arc the compact, nuclear, r-factorizable, 
absolutely r-summing operators, continuations of the Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators, etc. 
DEFINITION 4. I,et (“/I, ,4) 1 le a complctc quasinorrned operator 
ideal. The limit orders 
of %! are defined by (with Ix := (0, l)\) 
A,(~/)(; p, q; -‘V) : = inf{X >- 0 1 the imbcdding I,,: WPh(IN) ;I~ F I+(P) 
exists and belongs to @(W’,“, I,,):. 
A,(&; p, q) : :: inf{h ’ 0 ( there exists c c?,,~,~ such that 
for all n E N: .il(Td: ZT,71 ---t ruTI) : c . w’). 
‘I’he knowledge of A,(?#) solves the problem 
“when do Sobolev imbeddings TV,“(Q) C+ I,,(O) or 
T@,,“(Q) C+ L,(Q) belong to class V/ ?” (1.1) 
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for bounded domains Q C RN with restricted cone condition (cf. [6]), 
since one has the 
X method for effectively calculating the limit order &.(‘?d) is given 
by the 
THEOREM [14]. Let (@, A) be N complete qurrsifiormed opercrtor 
ideal. Then 
b(J1/; p, q; A7) = A7 * (b@% P, 9) + (l/Y) - (1,‘4)). (1.2) 
Hence by estimating the ideal quasinorms A(Id: Z,,ll ---f I,“), which 
is possible, in fact sometimes easy in many concrete examples (cf. 
[15, Chap. 17]), one may compute A,(@; p, q) and A,(%; p, q; -V). 
=Issuming the knowledge of h,(a), we ask the same question (1.1) 
for quasibounded domains. In this case the lemma is no longer true. 
Contrary to the bounded case, one must furthermore distinguish 
between imbeddings W,“(a) C+ L,(Q) and mlt(sZ) C+ L,(Q), as is 
shown by the results of Adams, Fournier [5] and Clark [9] for /// ‘g, 
the class of compact operators: 
For all quasibounded domains with sufficiently regular borrndary 
one has WP1(Q) C--+ L,(Q) E VT’, however W,l(Q) C-+1,,,(Q) E % for 
all quasibounded domains Q C W’ with infinite -V-dimensional 
volume. Of course, w,yq c* L&2) E “21 will imply It-,;(Q) ‘74 
L,(Q) E 8 by the properties of the ideal. This example and the 
results of [5] indicate that only under very strong restrictions on the 
quasibounded domain .Q it will be possible to find sufficient conditions 
for ll’,A(Q) cl+ LJ51)) E S?J, since many Banach ideals contain the 
compact operators. Th ere ore we will concentrate on imbeddings of f 
the type H;,“(Q) c-I,,(Q). The results of the next paragraph l~,iil be 
applied to elliptic equations in paragraph 4. 
2. So13oL~v IMBEDDIKGS OVER Q~.~SIB~UNDED 110~.4rs~ 
IkFINITION 5. Take It R+ and l<, :V G N with I 2’: k ,T’ .\-. An 
open set Q C iw’ will be said to satisfy condition C,,,l, if there csists 
a monotone nonincreasing function d: [w ‘- --f R;- fulfilling d(n) r= 
O(n-I) for n + 8-a and if there exist constants c, n,, E R+ such that for 
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any n 2 n,, and any cube H of side n(n) meeting L?, one has 
P,+~,.(H, L’) “: c . d(n).\- I,‘, where II, .,((N, !L)) denotes the maximum 
of the (21’ k)-measure of P(H -- 0), taken over all projections P 
onto (A’ I?)-dimensional facts of H. 
It is easilv seen that condition C,> I implies the quasiboundedness 
of !S. Condition C,.z does not exclude domains with empty exterior. 
The definition is a quantitative analog of one in Adams paper [2]. 
The following lemma shows that any open set J2 C BP’ satisfies condi- 
tion C: ,,) with I ~11 m ,< N - 1 for example, if the distance of any 
x c Sz to the boundary bS2 may bc estimated as O(i x I-‘) and if bSi! 
consists of sufficiently smooth (>m)-dimensional manifolds. 
~~EM!UA 1. Let n c RV be an open set.filJjiJling supztlL I O(rrz), 
1 E R+. ,4ssume ,further that there exists m E N with 1 “-< m < :%’ and 
an m-dimensional cone C with vertex in 0, such that C Sz contains with 
every point A* az m-dimensional cone C,,. witlz vertex x congruent to C. 
Then -0 satis$es condition C,[. ,,, ,for nz < .1' and Cl1 -for m N. 
Ikwf. Define d(n) : : 4 SUP,~~~, T(,Y) and denote the opening 
angle and the height of C by Y and h, respectively. Choose n, E IL!’ 
such that s~~P!,,~~~,~ T(Y) < h. For any m-dimensional cone Cl, with 
vertex at a point x E C Q congruent to C and h’ ,< h, let C,$’ be the 
m-dimensional subcone of C,, with same vertex, same opening angle, 
but smaller height h’. Then there exists a constant yI depending only 
on ‘Y, such that for any X, h’ and Cc’ contained in a cube H one has 
p,JC,$‘) c-- y, . (h’)m if m N and /L,\ l(C,:‘) 3 y,, . (h’)“m ‘, respec- 
tively, for m Y; p,,,(C,:‘) clearly denotes the maximum of the 
m-dimensional measure of P(Cg’), taken over all projections P onto 
m-dimensional faces of H. Then condition C,[.-,,, and Clz, respectively, 
are satisfied with constants c -= (ya’4m)(cos(n’2))? Take any N- 
dimensional cube H of side d(n) intersecting L’, with n :I-- n,, . I,et 
h’ : .- (d(n) 4) cos(n 2), h’ m=m (suP!,~~,, T(J)) . cos(a,‘2) < h. If the 
midpoint N of H does not belong to J2, we find by assumption a cone 
C$ with vertex in ~1 = ,L” and height Jl’ contained in H k 8. If s 
bilongs to fi, there is a point 3’ in C L? with 1: y -- .Y ” < d(n) 4, so 
that again by assumption and choice of Jz’ \ve find a cone Cz’ with 
vertes in L’ contained in H .w fi. Tn anv cast, for m LV, 
analogously for m = N. 
The main result of this paragraph is 
Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 1. Let (“2, A) be a complete quasinormal operator ideal 
and Q C W be an open set which satis$es condition C,;“. Take 
k K; p < r~ and 1 < q < KI. Suppose X and v are real numbers such 
that h > X,(42; p, q; N), v 1, N, 1 . A,,(@; p, q) and X -I- v E FU. Then 
b$$+“(L?) C+ L,(Q) exists and lies in %‘. 
Remarks. (1) Roughly, this means that the higher the “degree of 
unboundedness” ];I of Q is (the slower the distance from a point 
N E 8 to the boundary tends to zero with 1 x ’ + co), the higher one 
has to choose the order of differentiability h -1 I) to force the im- 
bedding to belong to ??. 
(2) If the boundary of Q consists of sufficiently smooth (N -~ l)- 
dimensional manifolds, i.e., h _ 1, one has no restrictions on p and q 
except p _’ 1. The compactness results of [4] show that for open 
sets Q, where the boundary consists of lower dimensional manifolds, 
i.e., k : ,. I, one has necessarily to impose restrictions on p or y. 
(3) Focusing on the case p = q = 2, j7G mm: V and @ -= .;v’Y, 
compact and Hilbert-Schmidt operators, respectively, one gets a 
somewhat weaker form of the results of Clark [9, 1 I] and Adams 
[ 1, 21. Calculated values of h,(W) and h,(O&) for a number of well- 
known Banach ideals % can be found in [15, Chap. 171. This gives us 
criteria for the r-nuclearity, absolutely r-summing property, etc., of 
the imbeddings, carrying over results of [ 141 to quasibounded domains. 
(4) Since A,((??; p, p; N) = A,(% ; p, p) = 0, the theorem gives 
also Clark’s compactness results [9] for the “spiny urchin” domain 
sr! C W, which satisfies condition C,’ for any I E R+. 
(5) Considering the ideals yr defined by the approximation 
numbers of continuous linear operators (cf. paragraph 4), Theorem 1 
again, combined with [ 15, Chap. 171, makes possible the following 
estimate for the approximation numbers of Sobolev imbeddings over 
open sets J2 C W with condition C,B ‘: 
m t N , 12 ( p .Q ( c13, extending results of BirmanSolomjak [8] in a 
weaker form. 
(6) The analytic part in the proof of Theorem 1 is a certain 
Sobolev norm estimate, a generalized form of Poincare’s inequality. 
We single this out in the following two propositions before giving the 
more functional analytic part of the proof. The author does not 
know if Theorem 1 is true for h +- v E N as well. If Proposition 1 
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below is valid also for Y 6 N, then Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 will 
holdinthecaseofX+v$N. 
PROPOSITION I. Take v E N and p _ > N. There exists c Y- 0 such 
that joy any h E Rf, any cube H of side h in ill?’ and allf E C”(H) which 
vanish in a neighborhood of a point y E H, one has 
Proof. Introduce polar coordinates (r, g) centered at y E H. Let z‘ 
be the unit sphere centered at y. Then with h(a) < N1/2 . h 
(2.1) 
f(r, CT) :-~ (l,;(z~ --. I)!) j; ((bvlW)f(s, u)) . (Y ~ s)“--i ds. 
Apply Holder’s inequality to get 
I .f(Y> a*’ : ‘. Cl . (I” @y/bs~)f(.s, o);” . sN--l ds) ‘“” 
This yields for 0 < Y < h(o) < ATIJ%, since p -.I- X, 
and 
where the constants c i , c2 and c3 are independent of h, H and .f. 
Using (2.1), we obtain the desired result 
:if:;L,(H) -5; c . kc’ . fl~WnV(H) , Q.E.D. 
For later application, we state here a technical result of [2, I,emma I] 
in the form 
LEMMA 2. There is a constant depending only on N and p such that 
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for any h E Rf, any cube H of side h in W, any set A C H with positize 
measure h(A) and any f E Cl(H) one has 
For a, n, h, v E lR+ denote In(a) = (X E iw” j n < 11 x II7 x: a . rz} 
and define E, : I6’f,+“(Q) -+ WVn(Jn(a)) by 
hy(,x) : = f(x) x E J,(a) n Q, 
:-0 x t J,(a) - Q. 
Clearly one has E,f E W~+“(J~(a)) C W,n(JIL(a)) for any f E @‘~+v(sZ). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Q C RN be an open set fuljilling condition C,;l, 
lER+and I <k<N. Takep>kandh,vER+withhtvEN. 
Then there exists constants c = c, , n, E R+ such that for all n 3 n, 
Proof. We write J, -= Jn(a), since a will be considered fixed. 
We treat two cases, first h, v E N and second h, v # N. Let n,, be the 
constant in Definition 5. Take n, 3 n, -+ 1 so large that d(n) < I for 
all n > n, . 
(i) Assume first h, v E N and f E Coffi(Q). We shall use the 
method of [2]. Take n >, n, and any cube H of side d(n) with faces 
parallel to the coordinate axes meeting J,, n Q C Sz,, . By assumption 
pw,.(H, 0) 2 ~1 . d(n)“-‘i. Let P be the maximal projection referred 
to in the p.,-,-definition and E = P(H N Q). Without loss of 
generality we can assume that the (N - k)-face F of H containing E 
is parallel to the x,; I r ,..., .Y,~ coordinate axes. For any x =m= (x’, x”) in E 
with x’ = (x1 ,..., x,J, X” = (x~,.+~ ,..., x,~.) let Hz” be the k-cube of side 
d(n) in which H intersects the k-plane through x normal to F. By 
definition of E and P there is a y E Hz- - Q. Since f E Car(Q), 
f(., x”) E C5(HX,,) vanishes identically in some (k-dimensional) 
neighborhood of y E H,u . Apply Proposition 1 tof(., x”) with N =. k 
to find cs :‘- 0 independent of H, d(n) and 2” and [L E N with 
0 < p < v and f such that 
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Integrating this inequality over E and denoting H’ = {x’ i N ~= 
(x’, x”) G H for some x”), we obtain 
for any f E Corn(Q), 0 < p < v. 
Using Lemma 2, v times with 13 7: H’ x E and h(fl) = 
d(r~.)~ . pjVek(H, Q) yields for any g E C,l”(Q), 
taking into account the assumption P.~&H, Q) 3 cr . d(n)“-‘<. Apply 
now (2.2) to any of the Dug’s in (2.3) with 1 E I < v - 1 and p = 
v- ialtofindc,, 7 c independent of H, d(n) andg E COm(0) such that 
I; ,? IJqH) < C6 4nY ii g IIWp”(f’) ) 
(24 
(1 g IiqH) rz- c7 n-I’” * II 9 !‘p$$qH) 
Disregarding the boundaries of the cubes, J, n Q C Q,, may be 
tessalated by disjoint cubes H of side d(n). Hence (2.4) gives for 
g E Corn(Q) and n 3 n, , 
ii g IIL,,(J,) L . 'i . tLrr” 1’ L! ilwnvcn, . 
Therefore for any .f E Con-(Q) 
(2.5) 
= ci . rzv . IjfJ!$‘A+“(S?) 1 P 
proving the proposition if h, v E N. 
(ii) Assume now h, v + N. Define for 01 E (&Z)N, 
Q,(n) : =1 {x! E RN j arc :; x,$+2) < cc,; $- 1:. 
Q”(n) :- = (32 E IFeN \ u,; . s&(n) <. cd,; -+ A), 
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and denote !I ~j m-1 supI..iz.,,- xi 1. Suppose g E C,,‘(Q) is continued 
with 0 outside L?. We want to estimate for 0 . 1, 
,:r(?t2)l:(i F1 - yy INIB/‘)) 4,1 4sz 
Concerning S,: for (Y, p E A, with 11 3 - /3 1: < a , there is a y(01, /3) E B,, 
such that Qy(n) u Qfl(,) C Q,,~~,~)(ti). At most (2”)2 different pairs (2, /3) 
can yield the same value y(~, ,B) E B,, . Therefore 
In the following, constants dl , d2 ,..., are considered to be independent 
of n, j, g and y. Since WP1(Q) -+ W2,e(Q) is continuous for 0 < 1, 
Q = (0, I)*‘, there is d, > 0 such that for any f E Coa(Q), we have 
The substitution y = d(n) + ;c^ -j- d(n) * y, g(y) = f(x) yields after 
some computation 
!i I” ~ Q,(n) . (,.~(,,) (I ?dYl) - dY2)lPl(l J'l - Ya IN1 ““1) dY1 (j312) 
for all g E C,O-(L2) with g = 0 outside of L?. 
There is L E N depending only on N such that any (L -i- 1) different 
cubes Qv(n) n L? C Sz, with E: = n - d(n) for any y E B,, . Summing 
(2.6) over all y E B, therefore gives for g E C,,“(Q), 
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with d, = d, . I; . (2R’)‘. Estimate of S, : 
Obviously it suffices to estimate S,l. For x E Q”(n) and y E Qfl(n) with 
// o( - /3 11 > 1 one has j 2 - y / 2 id(n). Therefore 
:< d, * d(n)-e1J . 11 g iI$n,-) 
Summarizing (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) we get for any g E Cnx(Q) with 
g = 0 outside of Q, 
ic r .J, , ,I, (I g(h) - RM”I(i YI - ?‘z i”‘“9) C~YI liY2) 
; d4 . id(n)-@/’ . II g II& i- d(?~)cl-e)i’ * ,8g1 ii 0% l’:l,,e,~ 1. (2.10) 
Consider now 0 < 0 : -= X - [A] c.: I, fI + I, = (A +- v) - [A] E N. 
The inequality n > n, implies ti = n - d(n) > n, . We can therefore 
apply (2.5) to (2.10) and use the fact that d(n) is monotonic non- 
increasing to get for n > ?il , 
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for any s rc- Com(J2), proving Proposition 2 also in the case of X, v $ N. 
Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to give the 
Proof qf Theorem 1. Without loss of generality one may assume 
0 < x -.- /I,(??/%; p, q; N) < v * I -- N * A,(%; p, q). Otherwise reduce h 
by a little and increase v by the same amount, so that X + v E N is 
still true for the new values. Index I is unchanged. By (1.2), E : >z 
vz - x W(l,P) - (l:d> is then strictly positive. Let K be the 
constant in the quasi-triangle inequality for A on a!( @;+“(52), L,(Q)). 
Choose n E N such that a’ > K and define for all n, j E N, operators 
F-1 : : I,, , where Qccn := {X E lRV j Ij x il7. < a’“] and Jaj(a) is defined 
as in Proposition 2, with aj replacing n. By construction one may 
identify- I,, : ~~~~, Fj . The operators In and Fi may be factorized 
over the imbedding W~+“(Q,,~) ---f Ln(QZnll). Since Qfln C RF is bounded 
and h - I’ 2 A,(%; p, q; N), the lemma in the introduction and the 
ideal properties imply that all operators I,, Fj belong to the complete 
quasinormed ideal (8, i.e., I, , Fj G 4X( l@,+“(0), L&G)). We shall show 
that (Z,),,ic, is an A-Cauchy sequence. To estimate the ideal quasinorm 
of Fj , we factorize Fi as follows 
(2.1 I) 
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Here E,j is as in Proposition 2 and for g ~L,(j~,(a)), 
&g( y? : -~= g(y) Y t I,@) 
0 otherwise. 
For anyfEL1(J,,(a)) define S,,~~GL~(J~(~L)) by S,J(J!, ,...,J,~) :-- 
f(d - y1 ,..., aj . yN). S a3 may be also considered as operator between 
L,- or JV,>-spaces. Id,, may be factorized 
Since h > A,(@; p, Q; N), W,A(jl(u)) + L,(jl(a)) lies in ‘4~ and has 
a fixed ideal quasinorm, say cr. Therefore by the ideal quasinorm 
properties 
Ndd: ~$U,j(a)> - L,(J,,(a))) (2.12) 
By substitution, the second norm is easily seen to be equal to 
(ai)NIQ. We give here the similar (a little bit more involved) estimate 
for the first norm. For X E N we get 
substituting x = uj . y. For h $ N with x1 = aj * yl, xa = aj * ya and 
8 :=== h - [A] one has 
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..; (&)A--N/o . IIf 
W,b,,(a)) . 
Hence the first norm in (2.12) is less or equal to (uj)h+/~; therefore 
A(Id,j) < ci . (aj)n+N(ri@W 
Using this and Proposition 2 we get from factorization (2.11), 
il(F,: @;‘Y(Q) -L&2)) < I Eaj: LP;,+‘(Q) ---f H,n(JJa))~i 
x A(Id,?: W,,“(J,(a)) ---f L,(JJn))) x /j Zai ‘I 
< d . (ai)-1.v . (uj)n+Ncl/a-l/~) tf . (a-~)i; (2.13) 
E :-a 0, d independent of j E N, j 3 n, . 
Now let m > n E l+J. Then I,, - I, q y Cj”=,., r Fj . By (2.13) and 
quasi-triangle inequality for A 
-4(Im - I,: lq+yQ) 3 L,(Q)) 
.< d/K” . 
since a~ > K. Therefore (.&JnsN is an A-Cauchy sequence and con- 
verges to an element I of @(I&k+“(9), L,(S)). Since (IJnefu converges 
to the identity in the (weaker) pointwise operator topology, I must be 
the imbedding we are looking for and it belongs to %. 
This ends the proof of Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
3. WEIGHTED SOBOLEV SPACES 
DEFINITION 7. Let !Z be an open set in RN and U: 52 -+ RN be 
measurable. Define the weighted Sobolev spaces W;,,(S) and l%&(JJ), 
respectively, for A E IV and 1 < p, 4 < co as the completion of Cm(Q) 
and C,m(G’), respectively, under the norm 
ilfl! := (, ;d j, I W(x)l” u(x)” dx)“‘. 
e, 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let 0% be a complete quasinormed operator ideal. 
Take h E N with X :‘- AS(%; p, q; N). Let o, r: RN -+ R+ be measurable 
with T(X) = O(l x i-y), o+(x) = O(i x i+), where y, 6 E Rf aye such 
that y + 8 > X f N(l!p - l/q). Then the imbedding W;\,,,(W’) --f 
L&RN) exists and belongs to %. 
Proof. We will only sketch the proof, since it is very similar to 
that of Theorem 2. In fact, the proof is much easier to carry out since 
it does not require analogs of Propositions 1 and 2. Let E : ::= y + 6 - 
(A + N(1.q - I~$)) :; 0 and choose a E N with aE 3. K, K : :-~ 
constant in the quasi-triangle inequality for A on %(W~,,(llV), 
Lg,T( RN)). Instead of (2.11) we use the factorization 
of Fj : Wi,,(rWN) -+Lg,.(R1’), Fjf == f jJ j(a) . Here the operators E,, , 
Id,j and E,, are defined in a similar Gay as in (2.11). Computations 
using the assumptions on U, T yield 
so that 
-4(Fg We,, --f LV,,(RN)) h cq * (a-c)j. (3.2 cont.) 
Comparing with (2.13), this implies that I, = C’y=“=, Fj is an h-Cauchy 
sequence in %!(W~,,([w”), Lq,T((WN)) converging in the pointwise 
operator topology and so also in the A-topology to the inclusion map 
w;\,,,(w) -+ L&W). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let 02 be as above, Q C W’ an open set, h E R4 with 
h > A,(%; P, S; N) and cr, r: Iw” ---f [Wf measurable with T(X) = 
O(l x I-% U-l(X) = O(l X I-*), where y, 6 t [W-t are such that 
y $- 6 > h -r- N(l;q - 1;~). Then &i,,(Q) c-+ L,,,(Q) E W. 
This is clear since I&~,,(S) may be considered as a subspace of 
%,o(~N). 
Related results on weighted Sobolev spaces for special Banach 
ideals of operators have been proved by Adams [3] and Wloka [18]. 
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4. APPLICATION TO ELLIPTIC OPERATORS 
One can use Theorem 1 in paragraph 2 to estimate the growth of 
the eigenvalues of certain elliptic differential operators in L*(Q), L? 
being a quasibounded region in R”. 
Let 
a4(.s, D) : 2 a,(x) . IF 
l,1<2!ll , 
be a formally selfadjoint, uniformly strongly elliptic (cf. [6]) differential 
operator of order 2m, m E N with real valued coefficients a, E P(Q) 
that are uniformly continuous for I a = 2~2, uniformly bounded and 
measurable for j N I < 2m. Define the operator 
T: 53(T) CL,(Q) --f L,(Q) 
bY 
9(T) : =: m?(Q) n (.f~I&2) 1 -4(x, D)~EL@)) 
and 
Tf := A@, D),f, ,f E 9(T). 
THEOREM 2. Let Q be an open set in RF” ful$lling condition Cl2 for 
an 1 E R+. Let T be as just de$ned. Then T is a closed linear operator 
with discrete spectrum u(T) of eigenvalues having no finite limit point. 
If T has inJinitely many eigenvalues h,(T) ordered by increasing magnitude 
1 A,,( T)j and counted according to their multiplicity, one has 1 h,(T)! >, 
c, . np fey all p < (2m,‘N) . (l/(1 + I)) with a constant c, independent 
ofnEk4. 
Proof. Clark [9] h s owed that T is a closed linear operator with 
discrete spectrum of eigenvalues without finite limit point. Denoting 
the scalar product in L,(D) by ( , ) and the norms in l$‘am(L?) and 
L(Q) by i! * Ilm and II * lo , respectively, Garding’s inequality [6, 71 
holds, 
lpqx, D)f,f)l >: Cl . Ilf I:??, ~~ cq Ilf I’:, f E c”=(Q) (4.1) 
and 
1(4x, o)f, g)l :i c3 * Ilf LI . ,’ g i1,,L  f7 s E COW. (4.2) 
Choosing X E Rf, h > C~ , IIf, gl := ((4x, D) + 4 f, g) may be 
continued to a continuous bilinear form on w2m(S) with 
Cl . Ilf I!: G Nftfll, l[f,gll ~~~~l~fl!~~-llgli~; f, g E i%y(Q). (4.3) 
SW24/'-4 
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This is a direct consequence of (4.1) and (4.2). Clark showed in [9] 
for h >> cz that 
Im(l’ I- AZ) = L,(Q). (4.4) 
The Lax-Milgram lemma now makes possible the construction of a 
mapping B: L,(Q) + @am(Q) uniquely defined by 
[Bfi RI =y (f> i4 for all g E l@*““(Q), f EL2v-4. (4.5) 
By B being continuous, linear and injective, A(x, D) formally self- 
adjoint, and the domain ,9(T) dense in ma(Q), we get by definition 
of [ , I, 
Ef7 Bl ~-= k, fl for an); f, g E tizm(Q). (4.6) 
This together with (4.5) easily implies 
and 
(4.7) 
(WY g) = (f> 47) for all f, g EL&Q). (4.8) 
Therefore B as an operator L,(D) ---f L,(Q) is positive, selfadjoint and 
also compact since Wzm(Q) C+&(Q) is compact by Theorem 1 (cf. 
[15, Chap. 171 for A,(%?; 2, 2; N) = AD(%‘; 2, 2) = 0). Hence there is 
a positive, compact and self-adjoint operator C: L,(0) + L,(Q) such 
that B = C2. 
By (4.4), for any fgLa(Q) there is h E &3(T) C @a”(Q) such that 
(T + M)h = f ELM. So for all g E l@;n(Q), 
(h, g) L [Bh, g] [h, Bg] == ((7’ -+ h)h, Bg) : (B(T + h)h, g) (4.9) 
and for all f E L,(Q) one has that Bf = B( T -I- X)h = h lies in ,9(T), 
Im B C S’(T). F or h E B(T) C I@;n(Q), (4.9), read in the other 
direction, gives B( T + A)h = h, .23(T) C Im B. Therefore Im B = 
g(T). Furthermore for any f EL,(Q), f y- (T + h)Bf, since (f, g) = 
[Bf, g] = ((T $- A) Bf, g) for any g E IJ&‘~~(G). So B: L,(L?) ---f Im B = 
9(T) C l@am(Q) is bijective, continuous and (T + A) = B-l is a 
closed operator. 
Denoting u(S))r = (A-l E C 1 h E Q(S)} for any operator S, it is 
well known [12, I, Chap. VII] that a(T + X)-l u (0) = u(B-l)--l u 
(0) = o(B) = Us. Th is means for the ordered eigenvalues ~j 
(assuming infinitely many), 
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For f = Cg,gEL,(Q) one has Cf E ma”(Q) and, by (4.3), 
Elements of the form Cg, g EL,(Q) are dense in L,(Q), because 
s(T) -= Im B C Im C CL,(Q), L@(T) = L,(Q). So (4.11) implies that 
C defines a continuous linear operator C: L,(Q) --j l@;“(Q). 
Denoting by LX,(S), n E N the approximation numbers of a con- 
tinuous linear operator between Banach spaces (cf. [15]), one intro- 
duces for any Y E I&!+ the complete quasinormal operator ideal 
with quasinorm (&tN 111~~(.)r)‘/~, cf. [15, Chap. 4, 81. One has [15, 
Chap. 171 
X,(y,. ; 2, 2; TV) == x . X,(y, ; 2, 2) = AT/r. 
Set v:~-m(1 +I ) and take any r E [w+ with 1’ .’ (N m)((I + 1)!1). 
‘l’hen 
h : -= ?72 - 1’ - m(Z;‘(l -1. 1)) --J N/r _ As(y). ; 2, 2; X), 
and 
I’ : m:‘(l + I) > (N/l) . (l/Y) =z (NjE) . A&. ; 2, 2), m -:A v. 
Hence, by Theorem 1, l@Y”(Q) c+ L,(O) E yr . By the ideal pro- 
perties, also C: L,(Q) + IPznb(S) c+ L2(Q) E yr . Weyl’s inequality 
[12, II, p. 10791 yields 
(C (I Ai(T) - x I) -r:p)‘:r -= (x 1 qc: L,(Q) 4T,,(Q)):‘)‘1r 
jtN iEN 
and 
also, since i hj( T) + X ) < 2 j Xj( T)/ for almost all j E N. This implies 
j . I hj(T)/-T/2 --+ 0. Hence 
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or equivalently 
1 X,(T)1 _ c,, . ?tu for all p . (2m:N)(l/(l - I)). ().E.I>. 
Gramsch [13] proved a similar theorem in the case of a bounded 
domain. He used a factorization over W,“7”(Q). But since imbedding 
theorems for W?(Q) + L,(Q) over quasibounded domains must 
necessarily be much more restrictive than in the bounded case, as 
mentioned in the introduction, we used a different proof than Gramsch. 
Looking at the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2, we remark that the eigen- 
value estimate gives especially an application of the Sobolev- 
Slobodetzkij spaces l%‘?(Q) with nonnatural X. 
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